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There is a large variety of real-world phenomena that can be modelled and analysed
as networks. Part of this variety is reflected in the diversity of network classes that
is used to model these phenomena. However, the sometimes subtle and sometimes
obvious differences between network classes are not always taken into account in their
analysis. This thesis carefully addresses how to deal with distinct classes of networks
in two different contexts.

First, we address the problem of randomising specific classes of networks while
fixing their degree sequence. The literature on this topic is extensive but disparate. The
research presented here addresses the need for both a more comprehensive overview
and a greater variety of random network models by reformulating existing algorithms
and introducing new algorithms.

We study two models in detail: the well-known but ill-defined switching model and
the recently introduced curveball algorithm. We reformulate both models in terms of
their underlying Markov chains. This provides us with a framework which simplifies
making adjustments to these models and we introduce several new variations of both
algorithms. Furthermore, we use the well-established mathematical theory of Markov
chains to establish under which conditions these algorithms sample without bias.

We compare both models to several other random network models. For multi-
graphs with self-loops we recommend using the configuration model, for networks
without multiple edges or without self-loops we recommend using the curveball
algorithm and for directed acyclic networks we recommend using the ordered
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switching model. Our work on Markov chain models for network randomisation was
published in [2, 3].

Second, we extend the theory of motif analysis to the class of directed acyclic
networks. Motif analysis is a popular network measure that has been used in many
applications, usually for simple directed networks or simple undirected networks.
Directed acyclic networks are an important subclass of simple directed networks. We
establish experimentally that there is no difference in the motifs detected by existing
motif analysis methods and our customised method. As far as motifs are concerned,
our experiments show that it is not necessary to take the acyclic nature of networks
into account. However, we show that there are differences in the detected anti-motifs.
Hence, we recommend taking into account the acyclic nature of directed acyclic
networks when running motif finding experiments. These results were published in [1].

Intuitively, it is clear that the neighbourhood of a node can provide us with
valuable information about the node itself. We are interested in the identification of
individuals across dark social networks hidden in recorded networks. We investigate
the potential for using neighbourhood attributes alone to match unidentified entities
across networks. We test an Enron email database and the CiteSeer citation database,
and show that neighbourhoods are highly distinctive in both networks. This work
resulted in two publications [5, 6].

Network science is a young and active field of research. Most existing network
measures originate in statistical mechanics and focus on statistics of local network
properties. Such statistics have proven very useful. However, they do not capture
the complete structure of a network. Recently, several papers have been published
in which ideas from topological data analysis are used in the analysis of complex
networks. We discuss these works in detail and present results from an experimental
study on using persistent homology to analyse collaboration networks. We show that
persistent homology is a versatile tool for the analysis of several classes of networks.
This work was published in [4].
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